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Self-ConsistencyBetween Wind Stress, Wave Spectrum, and Wind-Induced

WaveGrowthfor FullyRoughAir-SeaInterface
G•a^at•

CAUDAL

Centre de Recherchesen Physiquede l'EnvironnementTerrestreet Plandtaire, Centre Universitaire, Vdlizy, France
When the flow at the air-sea interface is aerodynamicallyrough (i.e., for wind speedsabove 7.5 m

s-1, typically),thenform dragon the roughness
elementsaccounts
for virtuallyall the stress.
Assumingsucha situation,we seeka self-consistentsolutionfor the wind stressin the sensethat the
wind stressenteringthe models of sea spectrumand wind-inducedgrowth rate is constrainedto be

equalto thewindstressobtainedthroughintegration
of formdragoverthewavenumber
space.Using
the modelsby Donelan and Pierson (1987) for both fully developedsea spectrumand short-scale
wind-inducedwave growth rate, we find self-consistent,firmly constrainedsolutionswith roughness

lengths
in goodagreement
withCharnock's
formulation
(namely,
z0 proportional
to u*2), witha
constantof proportionalitywhich is of a magnitudevery closeto experimentalvalues reported in the
literature. Thus it appearsthat there is consistencybetweenour knowledgeof the surfacestress,wind
input, and spectralshape.In contrast,when the short-scalewind-inducedgrowthrate is replacedby
the one proposedby Plant (1982), the roughnesslengthz0 is found to becomeextremely sensitiveto
smallfluctuationsof either wind-inducedgrowth rate or sea-wavespectrallevel. A poorly constrained
andhighlyfluctuatingrather thandeterministicvalueof Charnock's coetficientwould then be expected
at full development.Numerousconfirmationsof Charnock'srelationshipperformedin the field at or
near full developmenttend to supportDonelan and Pierson's approachfor wind-inducedgrowth rate
at short scales. The model was also tested in versions in which the viscous drag was tentatively
parameterized,and the conclusionsreportedhere were qualitativelyunaffected.

how the wave age influences the drag coefficient of the
air-sea interface. With those approaches,however, the moThe exchangeof momentumat the air-sea interface and its mentum flux to the short gravity-capillary waves needed to
relationto both the wind speedandthe spectralpropertiesof be parameterizedseparatelybecauseof the restrictedrange
the sea surface have been the subject of active research. of validity of the expressionfor wave growth rate, which was
Experiments at sea have progressively improved our de- based on Miles's [1957] mechanism. To this end, Janssen
scription of that coupling [Smith, 1980; Large and Pond,
[1989, 1991] parameterized the effect of short gravity1981; Geernaert and Katsaros, 1986]. In a review on the
capillary waves through Charnock's [1955] formulation,
subject,Donelan [1990] describesthe sea surfaceas behavwhereas Nordeng [1991] used Kitaigorodskii's [1973] aping like an approximately smooth surface for wind speeds
proach. In those studiestherefore, the integration of form
below2.5m s-1, whilefullyroughflowisusuallyconsidered
in the openoceanfor windspeeds
above7.5 m s-1 [Wu, dragover the sea spectrumformally concernedonly gravity
1980; Donelan, 1990], In smooth flow the roughness ele- waves long enoughfor the approximationsof Miles's theory
ments are buried within the viscous sublayer, and the to hold. The questionthen arisesas to whether some of the
roughnessdepends only on the imposed stress andsfluid empiricalexpressionscurrentlyproposedin the literature for
viscosity. With increasingfriction velocity u*, the viscous the wave growth rate could have a broader spectralvalidity
sublayer
thinsuntiltheroughness
elements
beginto interact in such a way that the momentum flux to short gravitydirectly with the turbulent outer flow (transitional regime). capillary waves could also be adequatelymodeled. In that
Finally, for u* increasing further, the flow becomes fully case(and provided that we would alsohave a realistic model
aerodynamically rough. In that situation, form drag on the of the seaspectrum),integrationof momentumflux couldbe
roughness elements accounts for virtually all the stress performed over the whole spectrum (from swell up to
[Phillips, 1977,p. 193;Donelan, 1990].Form dragexertedby capillary waves), thus yielding the wind stresswithout the
the atmosphereon a spectralcomponentof the sea surfaceis need for an additionalparameterizationof the stressexerted
a function of both the growth rate imparted by the wind to upon gravity-capillary waves.
the spectral component and the amplitude of that spectral
The aim of this paper is to proposesuchan approach.It is
component.
•
intendedto deal with fully aerodynamicallyrough situations
If the statement
thatformdragaccounts
for virtuallyall only, so that the molecular viscous stressat the surface can
the stress is correct, then the wind stress determined by be ignored, and for that reason only situationswith winds
summingthe form drag exerted by the atmosphereon every largerthana minimum
(whichwe takeas7 m s-1) will be
spectral component should approximately match the wind considered.For a given wind speedat a reference level (say,
stressdetermined experimentally in the surface layer. Such 10-m altitude), the models describingthe growth rate (and to
an integration was performed by several authors [Janssen,
a lesserextent the sea spectrum)are usually dependentupon
1989, 1991; Nordeng, 1991], who were thus able to show
the friction velocity and thus depend upon the wind stress.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Copyright 1993 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 93JC02351.
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We shall therefore seek a self-consistent solution in the
sense that the wind stress used to determine the wind-

induced growth rate and equilibrium sea spectrum is con22,743
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strained to be the same as the wind stress obtained by
integrating the form drag.
In section 2 we describe the methodologyand the model
employed. In section 3 we give the results of the computation obtained for fully developed seas with various wind
conditions.In the light of those results, we then comparethe
abilities of two different types of parameterizations of the
wave growth rate to give realistic self-consistentsolutions.
2.

Throughout this paper we shall limit ourselvesto considering fully developed seas. Neutral stability is assumed,and
as a consequence, the mean wind velocity at height z in the
surface boundary layer (above the viscous sublayer) is
approximated by the logarithmic profile
In

as7 m s-• . Thethirdtermrvisc
will thenbe neglected.
Nordeng [1991] points out that •w must decrease with
distance away from the surface, while •t must decrease
when approaching the surface (see his equation (22) and
discussiontherewith). Similarly, Janssen [ 1989]introducesa
height-dependentwave-inducedstress(see his equation(16))
which is equal to the stress communicated by the air to the
wave spectral components with wavenumber k < kmax,

where kmax is a function of z. Thus the distinctionbetween
ßw and •t is related to the altitude at which they are

THE MODEL

U(z)= --

with wind speed larger than a minimum, which we take here

(1)

where u* is friction velocity, z0 is roughnesslength, and K
(= 0.41) is von Karman's constant.

The wind is supposedto be blowing with steady strength
and direction, given as U•0 at a height z = 10 m, and no
current is present. Then determining u* is equivalent to
determiningany of the following quantities:

measured or, conversely, to the size of the smallest roughnesselements considered. In that sense, for a given altitude,
rw is the stress communicatedto the long waves, whereas
the turbulent stress•t must be ultimately communicatedto
the short waves (although in an unpredictable manner). In
practice, the separation between the short-scale and the
large-scale domains is taken at the wavenumber at which
Miles's [1957] theory ceases to be valid. The condition of
validity of Miles's theory is that the critical level (i.e., the
level at which the average wind speedmatches the sea wave
phase velocity c) be outside the viscous sublayer, which
corresponds to the requirement that c > 5u* [Janssen,
1989].

In a previous study Nordeng [1991] computes the wave
drag over the interval of wavenumbers such that c > 5u*,

which permits him to compute •w. The turbulent stress•t is
parameterized
separately and added. Note that •w usually
u*
contributesto a moderatepart of the wind stress(20% of the
total stress on the average, according to Nordeng). The
//,2
major part of wave drag is carried by the short waves
(through %). In contrast to Nordeng's work, we shall
compute
here the wave drag by performing the integration
Windstress
r = t2all*2
(2C)
over the whole spectral domain (from swell to capillary
wherePais air massdensity(= 1.3kgm-3).
waves). We shall test the assumption that virtually all the
In this section we show how we compute the wind stress wind stressis thereby accounted for. Therefore no additional
r (or, equivalently, any of the other quantitiesu*, z0, and parameterization of the turbulent stress will be added. At
C•0) as a functionof the 10-mwind speedU •0 by integrating short scale (where Miles's theory is not applicable), we shall
the stressover the whole spectrum (from capillary waves to rely on expressionsof the wave growth rate which have been
swell).
proposedin the literature (based on experiments and numer-

Roughnesslength
z0=(10m)
exp(-KUlø)
(2a)
Drag
coefficient
at10m C•0
=U•20

2.1.

(2b)

Method for Determining the Wind Stress r

The total wind stress r at the sea surface is usually
expressed as the sum of three terms [e.g., Janssen, 1991;
Nordeng, 1991]:
'1'= 'rw q- 'r t q- •'visc

ical calculations).
Under those circumstances, the wind stress • can then be
obtained by projecting onto the wind direction and then
integrating the momentum flux applied to every spectral
component of the sea waves [e.g., Plant, 1982]:

r • rw = Pw

13wooF(k,qo)cos qokdk dqo

(3)

In that expression, the two first terms of the right-hand side

are the wave-inducedstressrw and the turbulent stressr t,
whereasthe third term rviscis the stresscommunicatedby

where Pwis water massdensity; (k, qo)are polar coordinates
in the wavenumber space, with qo= 0 correspondingto the

the air to the water as a tangential viscous stress. When the
air flow over a wavy surface is fully aerodynamically rough,
then form drag on the roughness elements accounts for
virtually all the stress [Phillips, 1977; Donelan, 1990]. The
form drag as defined by Phillips [ 1977] is the drag exerted by
the individual roughnesselements, in which molecular viscosity is unimportant. In the present study we shall assume
such a fully rough situation, which implies that viscousdrag
is regarded as negligible. It is usually admitted that the flow
in the surface layer in the open ocean is aerodynamically

wind direction (which is also the direction of wind stress
since the wind was supposedto blow in a steady direction);
F(k, qo)is the two-dimensional sea spectrum; to is angular

fullyroughfor U10->7.5m s-1 [Wu,1980;Donelan,1990].
For this reason we shall limit our investigation to situations

frequency; and /3w = (1/F)(OF/Ot)) is the exponential
growth rate of the waves in response to the wind. Note that
all the wave components (from capillaries to swell) must be
included in (3); otherwise (3) would only provide a lower

boundto r. From r, the other quantitiesu*, z0, and C•0 may
be deduced from (2a), (2b), and (2c).
Several processesoccurring subsequentlyin the water will
modify the wave spectrum (nonlinear wave-wave interactions, dissipation by viscosity, wave breaking). For the

/
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shorterwavecomponents,
microscale
breakingmay even developed sea. The quantities a(k) and n(k) are functions of
removethe surpluswaveenergyalmostimmediatelyafterit k, g, and the surfacetension/densityratio for water (taken as
dependuponfive adjustable
has been communicatedto the wave. These processes, 74 cm3 s-2). Thosefunctions
however, only lead to a redistribution of momentum within coefficients.
DP tunedthosefive coefficients
soasto get the
the sea (ultimately leading to the generation of currents) but
do not participate in the momentum transfer from air to
water (except indirectly by reshapingthe sea surface).

best fit to the observed

radar backscatter

at Ku band while

adhering to the constraints of getting a spectrum close to a

k-4 power
lawnear10k•,andmatching
thelow-wavenumber
spectrallevelat 10k•,.

2.2.

Model for the Sea Spectrum

Donelan and Pierson [1987] (hereinafter referred to as DP)
have proposed a two-dimensional model for fully developed
seas that covers the whole spectral domain from swell to
capillary waves. At low wavenumber (i.e., for k smaller than

From (8), DP extrapolate the sea spectrumto all directions
qoin an ad hoc fashion, allowing it to fit the crosswind
backscatter measurements (see their equations (1 l c), and

(12) and discussiontherewi.th).
In this paper we take the same approach as DP with only
one difference, which lies in the way U(,r/k) is determined.

10timesthe spectralpeakk•,), it is basedupona previous In order to determine U(*r/k) from U •0, DP used an empir-

model which was proposed by Donelan et al. [1985] (hereinafter referred to as DHH) for fetch-limited situations,of

whichDP tookthefull development
limit(i.e., U•o/C•,=
0.83, whereC•, is the phasespeedat spectralpeak).DP's
low-wavenumber spectrumis expressedas followS:'
F(k, qo)

-

ical expression for the neutral drag coefficient near full
development which allowed them to retrieve the wind profile. In contrast, it is the intention of this study to compute
the drag coefficient self-consistently(through (3)) instead of
relying on an empirical formulation. Assuming a neutral
condition, once the 10-m wind is known, one can determine

the vertical wind profile under the conditionthat either C •0,
r, u*, or z0 is known.

k3.5t7o.
5 exp-

1.7rh
sech
2

(4)

Assume, for example, that u* is known; then (from (1)),
one determines U(*r/k) through

where

kp= g/(1.2U10)
2
F=exp

h = 1.24

-1.22

U(*r/k) = U•0 + -- In

(5)

- 1

(6)

0 < k/kp< 0.31

(7a)

h = 2.61(k/kp)
ø'65 0.31< k/kp< 0,90

(7b)

h = 2.28(kp/k)
ø'65 0.90< k/kp< 10

(7c)

andwhereg (= 9.81m s-2) is theacceleration
of gravity.
Note that DP modifiedslightlythe spreadingparameterh
of the spectral model compared to that in the initial version
of DHH (see the domain of (7c) compared to DHH's
equation (9.2)). This correspondsto a directional spread

K

2.3.

k(10 m)

(9)

Model for the Wind-Induced Growth Rate

We now have to evaluate the wind-induced growth rate/3w
in (3). DP reviewed various expressions proposed in the
literature for /3w. Following the results of the numerical
calculation by Al-Zanaidi and Hui [1984], they argued that
the appropriate reference wind was the one taken at some
height above the roughness elements that is related to their
scale. Then, relying on observations by Larson and Wright
[1975], they took the following expressionfor/3w:
Pa

/3w(k,q•= 0) = ro•

A(/x - 1)2

(10)

Pw

broader
thantheoneofDHHbetween
k = 2.56k
p andk =

10kp,andthisis in accordance
withthe morerecentstudy where A = 0.194, and /z is expressed as a function of the
by Banner [1990].

•

wind speed U(*r/k) at altitude *r/k and phase speed C(k)

Forthehigh-wavenumber
portion(k > 10kp),DP express through
equilibriumbetweenwind input and dissipation,
•Whichallows themto obtainthe followingexpression
for the sea
spectrum along the wind direction (• = 0)'

>
4Vw
k]l/n(k)

•

tx = U( *r/k)/C(k)

(11)

Expressions(10) and (11) for/3 w were then used by DP to get
the aforementioned equilibrium expression (8).
Note that Larson and Wright's measurements were performed by observing the Bragg microwave backscatter and
allowed sampling of water wavelengths between 0.7 and 7

cm. Their methodthus appearsto be well representativeof

[ ] >0 (8a) the

here as 0.013 cm2 s-• whichco•espondsto a water

short scales and was therefore retained by DP. Its
validity may, however, be questioned for the other side of
the spectral domain. Moreover, for the lowest wavenumbers
(say, k = 0.03, which corresponds to a wavelength A • 200
m), U(*r/k) would be the wind speed at an altitude (= 100 m
in this example) that may well be above the surface layer and

temperature
of 10øC).DP computedU(•/k) (i,e., thewindat

would thus be irrelevant.

F(k, ½ = 0) = 0

otherwise

(8b)

In this expression,C(k) is the seawave phasespeed,and
Vw is the kinematic viscosity of water (which we shall take

height•/k) fromthe 10-mwindby usingan empiricalappropriate to

expression
forthedragcoefficient
thatwas•alidfora fully

For those wavenumbers

it is more

use observations performed at long wavelengths. Hsiao and Shemdin [1983] (hereinafter referred to

22,746
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been built assuming Charnock's formulation for the rough-

(a)

nesslength,z0 = 0.014u'2/# [Charnock,1955;Garratt,

(UlO=7m/s)

1977]. Comparing HS's and DP's formulations, one notices
for both Figure l a and Figure lb that the former gives a
smaller fiw at low wavenumber and a larger /3w at high
wavenumber. Therefore taking HS's formulation at low k
and DP's formulation at high k amounts to taking each time

10-2

the lower

10-3

of the

two

formulations.

The

wavenumber

at

whichbothmodelscoincideis betweenk = 0.05 cm-! andk

= 0.1cm-1 depending
onwindspeed.
ForU10= 20m s-1

10-4

it turns out that the transition
./

10-5

10-6
10-4

wavenumber

falls outside

the

range of validity of HS's model (i.e., 1 < tx < 7.4; thick part
of the curve in Figure 1). Equation (12) thus needed to be
extrapolatedsomehowfor high wind (up to tx = 12.7 for U 10

./

10-3

10-2

10-1

1

101

102

-- 20m s-1). Although
suchanextrapolation
isnotjustified,

K (CM- 1)

it looks at least reasonablein view of the fact that the slopes
of the two curves are close to each other at the crossingpoint
and therefore

101

•----•-•••--••

...................

•(b)

1[
(UlO=20m/s)./ • _ "'-.
F
10-2

the transition

between

both domains

occurs

rather smoothly.For the sake of comparison,
we also

indicate
in Figure1 thegrowthrategivenbyPlant[1982],

IlS

namely,
/3 (k q•=O)=•7u*2oolC(k)
2

•'

with
,/= 0.04
-+0.02,
ofwhich
themean
value
,/= 0.04
is

(13)

taken.
Therange
ofvalidity
of(13),given
asg/(2•rU10)
-<

1

Figure 1.
It can be seen that Plant's and HS's formulations give

0-3 p, (ro/2rr)
--<
20
Hz
by
Plant,
also
appe
as
athic
cur
in

•ø-4

quitesimilarbehaviors
for highwavenumbers
(k > 0.02

cm-1)' although
Plant'sversionis smallerby a few decibels.

10-5

10_6
10-4

In that high-wavenumber portion, DP's version becomes

10-3

10-2

10-'

k (CM- 1)

1

10'

10
2

,

Fig. 1. Ratio between wind-induced growth rate fiw and sea
wave angular frequency • as a function of wavenumber in the wind
direction. Solid curve is Donelan and Pierson's [1987] model (DP),
dotted curve is Hsiao and Shemdin's [ 1983] model (HS), and dashed
curve is Plant's [1982] model (P). The thick parts of the curves
representing HS's and Plant's models refer to the range of validity

givenby theauthors.
(a) U10= 7 m s-l; (b) U10= 20 m s-1.
as HS) performed measurementsof the wind-inducedgrowth
rate at long wavelengths by using a wave follower. Those
authors found an expression similar to (10), except that this
time they got a good fit to their data by settingA = 0.12, with

i• = 0.85(Ulo/C(k))

(12)

(where U 10is the 10-m wind speed), with a range of validity
covering the interval 1 < Ix < 7.4.
In the present study we used the wind-induced growth rate
given by (10) with DP's version (from Larson and Wright's
observations) at high frequencies (11) and HS's version at
low frequencies (12). Continuity was achieved by taking the
separation between both domains at the wavenumber at
which the two versions coincide (this joining frequency is
obviously wind dependent).
Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of the wind input growth

considerably
smaller
thanbothother
versions,
especially
at

high wind speeds(Figure lb).
For waves traveling in directions not aligned with the
wind, the same model for fiw is taken (10) except that •x is
now replaced by Ix cos •o.Furthermore, if (Ix - 1) happensto

b• negative,/3wis setto zero.
2.4.

Description of the Iterative Scheme

In order to determine the wind stressfor a given wind at
full development, we need to perform the integration ex-

pressedin (3). For thispurpose,expressions
for bothF(k,
and fiw(k, •o) have been specifiedabove. In section 2.2, we
have shown how we determine F(k, •o)from U10 for a fully
developed sea. Note that the additional knowledge of u* was
also required to determine the wind profile from which
U(•r/k) could be computed (9). In section 2.3, the model for
fiw(k, tp) was given, and again both U10 and u* were
required (in (11), U(•r/k) is determined from (9), and therefore u* as well as U10 must be known).
We therefore use the following iterative scheme. For a

given wind speed (U10), we first choose an arbitrary value
for u* (practically, we start with u* correspondingto Char-

nock'sformulation
z0 = 0.0144u*2/g,whichcombined
with
(2a) gives an equation for u* which is solved iteratively). We
then compute r through (3), which yields a new value for u*
through (2c). The processis then repeated with this new u*
until convergence is achieved.

ratefiw(normalized
for to)forU10= 7 m s-1 (Figurela) and
U 10= 20m s- 1(Figure1b) asa functionof wavenumber
as 2.5. Assessment of the Assumption that Viscous Drag Is
given by DP (our (11)) and by HS (our (12)). Although in our Negligible
When stating that virtually all the stress is supported by
model we compute the roughnesslength self-consistently,
Figure 1a and 1b (given merely for illustrativepurpose)have form drag, we assumed that the molecular viscous stress

CAUDAL:WIND STRESS,WAVE SPECTRUM,AND WAVE GROWTH

directly exerted by the air on the water at the interface
contributed to a negligible part of the stress. In order to
assess the validity of that assumption, we alternatively
followed the description given by Smith [1988], who casts

the roughnessheight of the sea surfacez0 into two parts:
Zo = Zc + Zs

0

• * •

10-2

0

.

•

22,747

0

.

0

• .

•

0

.

0 0 0 0

.• .

.

.

.

(14)

where Zc is the aerodynamicroughnessheight and is due to
the presenceof waves, and Zs is the roughnesslength for a
smooth surface:

zs=O.11(v/u *)

(15)
(U10=7m/s)

wherev(= 14x 10-6 m2 s- 1) isthedynamic
viscosity
of air.
The additionalroughnesslengthZs representsthe effect of
molecular viscous stress exerted by the air on the water.
Unlike Smith, who takes Zc as given by the formula of
Charnock (i.e., Zc proportional to wind stress), we determinedZc at eachiteration, as seenabove(from (3), (2a), and
(2c)), and added Zs ((14) and (15)).
For U l0 larger than 7 m/s, z s appearedto be indeeda small

perturbationterm, leading to an increasein the self-

10
-3 I • • • • I
0

5

• • • • I • • • • 15
10

ITERATION

1

NUMBER

Fig. 2. Evolution
of Charnock's
coefficient
m = zog/u
'2 obtained during the first 15 iterations of our model, where the wind-

inducedgrowthrate/3wis givenby DP'sformulation
(opencircleS)
or Plant's formulation (open triangles). The coefficient m obtained
when the roughnesslength z0 is given by Kitaigorodskii's approach
(17) is also given (asterisks). Solid curve is nominal value m0 =
0.0144.

consistentroughnesslengthof lessthan 4.1% for U l0 - 7 m

S-1 andlessthan0.7%for U10• 10m s-1. Although
the
calculation of the roughnesslength accordingto (14) and (15)
is somehowtentative, it doesprovide an order of magnitude

Zo= CK

S(k) exp (-2Kc(k)/u*)

dk

(17)

estimate.,
allowing
usto assess
thelegitimacy
oftheassumption that the molecularviscousstressexertedby the air on

The constantC K was determined empirically by Geernaert
the water is negligible compared to the total stress. We
et al. as C K • 0.0188 (in the version in which wind and wave
conclude that for wind speedsabove 7 m/s, the assumption
drift currents were not accounted for, which is the case
made should provide reasonableaccuracy.
here).
3.

3.1.

In order to compare our model with Kitaigorodskii's
approach, we computed the value of z0 correspondingto
Kitaigorodskii's formulation (17). The model for sea spec-

RESULTS

trum (S(k) in (17)) was the same as the one used in our model
(see section 2.2). Note that the quantity to be integrated in

Charnock' s Coefficient

The model was run for various values of the wind speed

U10, rangingfrom 7 to 21 m s-1. The resultsmay be
describedin terms of u*, z0, C10, r, or a combination of
them as a function of U10. Here we give the resultsin terms
of Charnock's coefficient,definedas the quantity m entering
Charnock's expression'

Zo= m u*2/g

(16)

The coefficientm is set arbitrarily to 0.0144 (i.e., the value
selectedby Garratt [ 1977]) at the beginningof the run. It is
then examined at each iteration until convergence is
achieved.Figure 2 showsthe evolutionof m duringthe first

15iterations,
otained
forthecasewhereU10= 7 m s-1. An
asymptotic limit of m • 0.0121 is attained; this is slightly

lowerthanthe initialguess.

(17) contains u* and S(k), which (for given Ui0) are both
dependentupon z0. Therefore here again the computation
needs an iterative scheme (although convergence occurs
after no more than two iterations). With Kitaigorodskii's
model, m is found in Figure 2 to converge toward 0.0110 for

U10= 7ms -1.
Finally, we ran the model with the standard assumption
(using (3) and the model spectrum from DP), but this time the
growth rate /3w used in (3) is replaced for the highwavenumber domain by the expression proposed by Plant
,.

[1982]'

•qu*2oo
COS•o

/3w
=

C(k)
2

(18)

with r/= 0.04 --- 0.02, of which we took the mean value, r/=
On the basis of theoretical and empirical concepts, some 0.04. In that case, however, to ensure convergence of our
models for z0 as a function of wind and wave conditions modelat highwind speeds,we neededto restrict(18) to
have been proposed previously. These were reviewed by -< rr/2,setting/3w= 0 for rr/2<
•. At low wavenumGeernaert et al. [1986] and Donelan [ 1990]. Geernaert et al.
bers, HS's model is still used (equations (10) and (12)), and,
comparedthose modeledvalues of z0 with measuredz0 for as previously, the separation between the low- and higha large variety of wind and wave situations.Among various wavenumber domains is taken at the wavenumber at which
formulations, they found that Kitaigorodskii's [1973] model HS's and Plant's expressions coincide. This time, the resultperformed best in terms of standard deviation between
ing Charnock coefficient, also shown in Figure 2, converges
model prediction and observations.Expressed as a function towardm = 0.0024for U10= 7 m s-1 whichis a factorof
of the direction-averagedwavenumber spectrum S(k), Ki- 6 lower than the "nominal" value (m0 = 0.0144).
taigorodskii's model may be written
Figure 3 displaysthe variations of the asymptotic values of
/
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with Plant's formulation for /3w, it turns out that a small

variation
of r/(or, equivalently,
a smallvariationof thesea
wave spectral level) may result in a huge variation in the

self-consistentsolution for z0. To quantify this behavior
further, a variation of r/ by only _+1% in (18) around its
nominalvalue (r/0 = 0.04) givesa variation of rn by -+13%for

U10= 7 m s-1. As a comparison,
whenusing/3w
fromDP,
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10-2

a variation of the constant A in (t0) by -+1% in the same
condition gives a variation of m of no more than -+2%. Over

a narrowintervalaroundU10= 20 m s-1 Plant'sformulation for/3w even yields two solutionsfor m, which differ
from each other by about a factor of 2. This is the reason for
the discontinuityof m which may be seenin Figure 3 around
I

10

20

20 m s-1 with Plant'sformulation.Suchhighlysingular

behaviordoesnot occur with DP's formulationfor/3w. The
Fig. 3. Asymptoticvalueof Charnock'scoefficient
m =' zog/ descriptionwith /3w given by DP provides a very robust
u*2 asa function
of windspeedU10obtained
fromourmodelwith self-consistentdeterminationof z0, whereas Plant's formugrowth rate/3w given by DP's formulation (open circles) or Plant's lation gives a value of z0 which is expectedto behave in a
U10

(M/S)

formulation (open triangles). The asymptotic value of m obtained
through Kitaigorodskii's approach is also given (asterisks). Solid
curve is nominal value m0- 0.0144.

highly erratic fashion.
In order to explain the large variability obtained with
Plant's formulation one might invoke the inconsistencythat
Plant's formula of the growth rate is different from DP's
formula, which is contained in the spectral form at high
the coefficientm as a function of wind speedU10 obtained wavenumber (equation (8)). We have therefore also tested
from the three versions described above together with the the model in a version in which Plant's formula replaced
nominalvalue m0 = 0.0144. We recall that the situationof a DP's formula both in the expressionof the growth rate and in
fully developed sea is assumedin all cases. It is seenthat for the spectral form at high wavenumber (equation (8)). As a
the two first versions, m is little affectedby the amplitudeof result, however, the variability of the coefficient m became

even larger(at 7 m s-1 m was vanishinglysmall and
s-1), asmightbeexpected
fromCharnock's
formulation
that convergencecould be achieved only through the inclusion of
z0 is proportional
to u'2. Over the wholerangeof wind viscosity according to the method of section 2.5, while at 21
speed, both the model using (3) with /3w given by DP and m s-1 m wasmorethan40timesm0).

wind speedU10 over a wide rangeof wind speeds(7 to 21 m

Kitaigorodskii's model yield a coefficient m which remains

within ---25%of mo. In contrast,the modelusing(3) with/3w
given by Plant gives a value of m which is from six times
lower to more than seven times larger than mo.
Numerohs observations have led to various estimates for

A

more

fundamental

reason

for

the

difference

in the

behaviors of our model using either Plant's or DP's expressionsfor/3w is the following. If, in the courseof the iterative
processdescribedin section 2.4, the stress (r)n obtained
through (3) at iteration n is higher than the previous value

the Charnock constant, with significant scatter (m = 0.0144
[Garratt, 1977], 0.011 [Smith, t980], 0.0185 [Wu, 1980], and
0.0192 [Geernaert et al., 1986]. Donelan [1990] retains the

(r)n- 1

rates, and the field measurementsof z0.

formulationof/3w and alsoby the differentformulationof/3w

ß

Pau*2
n-l, thenthenewu* valueUn = (•'n/Pa)
0'5

has to be increased accordingly. With Plant's formulation,
this results in an increased /3w (through (18)) which, after
value selected by Garratt, m0 = 0.0144, as a reasonable integration of (3) at iteration (n + 1), will give a new wind
estimate at full development. In our study computationsof stress(r)n+•, which is further increasedin comparisonwith
m either through our standard description (through (3) with (r)n. Ultimately, if the sea spectrum were kept fixed, the
/3w given by DP at short scales),or throughKitaigorodskii's iterative scheme could not converge at all, for the simple
description give values which are within the range of vari- reason
thatwithboth/3wandr beingproportional
to u* 2 (3)
ability of values reported in the literature at full develop- couldbe simplifiedby dividingboth sidesby u'2. The
ment. In contrast,by using(3) with/3w givenby Plant [1982] iterative process is somewhat stabilized by the sea spectral
at short scale, the value obtained for m indicates an inconmodel, which is slightly dependent upon u* at high wavesistencybetween the spectralmodel, the wind input growth number (through U(*r/k) in (8)) and also by the different
It must be noted, however, that Plant's formulation allows

the coefficient r/of (18) to have a large variability, since it is
expressed as r/ = 0.04 - 0.02. If the variability of r/ is
accounted for, the resulting allowable Charnock coefficient

m spansa very largeinterval.Thusfor U10 = 7 m s-1,
Plant's formulation with r/= 0.06 (the upper bound) would
lead to m = 0.030, which is above the nominalvalue m0 =
0.0144 and a factor of 12.5 higher than the solutionwith r/=
0.04 displayedin Figure 3. Similarly, for U10 = 21 m s, r/=
0.02 (the lower bound) leads to m = 0.0086, which is below
mo. Plant's formulation is thus compatible with our picture,

provided that a suitable value for r/ is chosen within the
allowable range (0.04 _ 0.02) for each wind speed. Indeed,

at low wavenumber (equations (10) and (12)). Convergence
can thus be reached, although in a slow and poorly deterministicfashion. In contrast, with DP's formulationfor/3w,
in the samecircumstance(i.e., (r) n > (T)n- 1), the increase
* comparedto Hn* 1 impliesa modificationof the wind
Of Un
profilewhich (for a given U 10)leadsto a decreaseof U(,r/k)
and thus a decrease of/3 w (equations (t0) and (11)). The
consequenceis that the next iteration will give a reduced r
(i.e., rn+ 1 < rn), which provides stabilization of the iterative process. Those different behaviors appear clearly in
Figure 2, whet a damped oscillatory behavior occurs for
DP's

version

version.

and monotonous

behavior

occurs for Plant's
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Another reason DP's expressionof flw provides a more

otherby a factorof 10.It is noticeablethatin bothcases,the

stable behavior in our model is the following. Let us assume

windstress
atk < 10kpisinsignificant.
Finally,beyond
k -•

forsimplicity
theclassical
k-4 powerlawforthespectrum
at 2 cm-1 (i.e., for A -< 3 cm), thewind stressalsocontributes
highwavenumbercombinedwith Plant'sexpression
for the
growth rate. Then the main problem in calculatingthe
surface stress from the wave-induced stress is that a loga-

to a negligibleportionof the total stress.This meansin
particularthat the constraintof consistency
performedin
this studyis weak as concernsthe parameterization
of the

rithmicsingularityarises,as pointedout by Janssen[1991] growth rate of waves with A -< 3 cm.
(see his equation(30) and discussiontherewith). Thus the
wave-induced stress becomes unbounded when all waves

are taken into account. DP's model for flw does not suffer
from this drawback becausethe growth rate vanishesfor

3.3. Effect of the Orbital Motion of the Long Waves
Since most of the stressis carded by short waves (with

of a few tensof centimeters
to a few meters),
sufficientlylarge frequency. In practice, the logarithmic wavelengths
the
effect
of
the
orbital
motion
of
the
long
waves shouldin
singularityis stillavoidedhere,evenwith Plant'sexpression
for flw, becauseour spectralmodel(equation(8)) dropsoff principlebe takencareof. Thishasnot beendonein this
fasterthanthe k -4 law beyonda certainwavenumber,
but study,where only averagequantitieswere considered.In
thefactthat flw vanishes
at highwavenumbers
maycontrib- order to quantifythe error committed,we have done some
ute in part to the morestablebehaviorof our modelwhen testsin a crudetwo-scaleapproachby assumingthat the long
DP's formulation of the growth rate is used.
The consequenceof thosefundamentallydifferentproper-

wave is a sine wave with wavenumber equal to the peak

wavenumber
kpandheight
variance
equal
toH = ff F(k,

Fora givenpatchof theseasurface,
we considered
ties is that with Plant's model for flw, the self-consistent k dk dqo.
the
local
rest
frame
and
computed
the
angular
frequency
wof
solutionfor z0 is very poorly determined,as in an illconditionedproblem.In that circumstance,
one wouldex- short waves with the accelerationof gravity # replaced by
pectanerraticbehaviorof z0, withhugefluctuations
of z0 in the vector sum of # and the inertial orbital acceleration
Coriolisacceleration).Also, in that frame, U•0
responseto insignificantfluctuationsof sea spectrum.In (neglecting
by an effectivewindspeedU•0• = U•0 - u,
contrast,with DP's formulationone would expect a firmly wasreplaced

constrained
problem,
witharelationship
between
z0andu*2

where u is the horizontal orbital velocity at the surface.

manner. Moreover, those observations tend to converge

wavespectraldensityF(k, qo)hada sinusoidal
modulation,

toward a value of the coefficient m which is consistent with

with spectraldensitybeingtwice as large at the crestsas at

the one obtained here with DP's formulation for flw without

the troughs(to accountfor hydrodynamiclongwave-short
wave interactions).In all cases,the Charnockcoefficientm
wasfoundto be slightlysmallerthanin the standardversion.

for/3w,we computedthetotalstress
fairly well representedby Charnock'sformula (as can be UsingDP'sformulation
to thosemodifiedexpressions
for w and
seenin Figure3). Charnock'sformulationwascorroborated r locallyaccording
U•0
and
then
averaged
it
over
the
orbital
positions.
We
by numerousexperiments
as citedabove.The variousestimates of m determined at or near full development tend to treated a case with uniform spectral density of the short
organizethemselves
in a deterministic
ratherthana chaotic wavesalongthe longsinewave anda casein whichthe short

anyad hoctuning.Consistency
of Kitaigorodskii'
s approach
also tendsto supportthe relevanceof the spectralmodel
used in this study. Within the assumptionsmade in this
study,DP's formulationof flw (equations(10) and (11)) thus
seemsto providea betterconsistency
with roughness
length

Thelargestdifferenceoccurredfor thecasewith nonuniform
short-scale
spectraldensity.In that case, comparedwith
DP's standardcaseof Figure3, m was foundto be lower by

observationsat full developmentthan doesPlant's formula-

12.7and$.7%for windspeeds
U•0 of 7 and21 m s

tion (equation (18)).

respectively.
Thoseestimates,whichignorethe disturbance
of the airflow by the long wave, are crude and aim only at
quantifying
the errorcommitted.Theytendto indicatethat

3.2. SpectralDistribution of Wave Drag

the effect of the orbital motion of the short waves riding on

alter the resultspreIn the course of the integration of wind stressover the longwavesshouldnot fundamentally
wave spectrum,it is possibleto distributethe stressamong sented above.
thevariousspectralbandsin orderto comparethe amountof
stresssupportedby wavesof differentscales.To this end,
once convergencewas achieved,we divided the wavenumber rangeintobins,with equalwidthsin termsof log(k). The

4.

CONCLUSION

We have useda model describingthe fully developedsea

spectrumover the full wavenumberspacetogetherwith a
k space.The histograms
givingthe stresssupported
by each modelof the windinputgrowthrate. For a givenwind speed

bin size was chosenso as to get three bins per decadein the

spectral
binaredisplayed
inFigure
4 forU = 7 ms- • andin at a reference altitude (10 m), we have sought a self-

Figure5 for U = 20 m s-•. Ourstandard
modelwithDP's consistent solution for the wind stress in the sense that the
formulationfor/3wwasused.In bothFigure4 andFigure5,
togetherwith the histogram,we showthe sectionthrough
the wavenumberspectrumin the wind direction(q0= 0). At
U•0 = 7 m/s,the maximumwindstressper decadeis found
to occurfor k •0.1-0.5 cm-• (i.e., wavelengthA • 12-60

wind stressenteringthe modelsof seaspectrumand windinducedgrowthratewasconstrained
to be equalto thewind
stressobtainedthroughintegrationof wave drag over the
wavenumberspace(assumingthe wind to be high enough
that viscousstressmay be neglected).Usingthe modelsby

cm).For U•0 = 20 m s-• themaximum
occursneark •

Donelan and Pierson [1987] for both fully developed sea

0.02-0.2cm-• (i.e., A • 30 cmto 3 m) andis thusdisplaced spectrumand short-scalewind-inducedwave growth rate
towardlargerwavelengths.Note, however,that the vertical togetherwith Hsiao and Shemdin's[1983]modelfor largescalesfor wind stressin Figures 4 and 5 differ from each scale wind-inducedwave growth rate, we found self-
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Fig. 4. (a) Section
through
thewavenumber
spectrum
inthewinddirection
(½= 0)for U10= 7 m s-1 (DP'smodel
is used,with U(•r/k) determinedself-consistently
from our approach).(b) Corresponding
histogramshowingthe wind
stress supported by each spectral bin.

consistentsolutionswith roughnesslengths in good agreement with Charnock's [1955] formulation (namely, z0

or sea wave spectral level. A poorly constrained and highly
fluctuating rather than deterministic value of Charnock's
proportional
to u*2). Overthewindspeedrange7 m s-1 -< coefficient would then be expected at full development.
U10-<21m s-• theconstant
of proportionality
between
z0 Numerous confirmations of Charnock's relationship perandu'2 wasof a magnitude
comparable
to experimentalformed in the field at or near full development seem to
values reported in the literature. This result did not require support DP's rather than Plant' s formulation at short scales.
any ad hoc tuning of the model parameters.Thus the most
This work was done with the assumptionthat form drag
remarkable conclusion of this paper is that there is now accountsfor virtually all the stress,and the work is therefore
consistencybetween our knowledge of the surface stress, limited to situationsof aerodynamicallyroughflow (U•0 ->
wind input, and spectral shape.
7.5m s-• typically).Viscous
dragwastherefore
assumed
to
When the short-scalewind-induced growth rate from DP be of little importance. The model was tested in versions in
was replaced by the one proposed by Plant [1982], the which the viscous drag was tentatively parameterized, and
roughnesslength z0 was found to becomeextremely sensi- the conclusionsreported here were qualitatively unaffected.
tive to small fluctuationsof either wind-inducedgrowthrate
Possiblefurther developments of this work could involve
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Same as Figure 4 but for U10 = 20 m s

the study of fetch-limited situations. A difficulty would then
consist in having at one's disposal a realistic quantitative
evaluationof the sea spectrumat limited fetch, especiallyin
the short gravity-capillary range, where most of the stress
occurs.The requirement of self-consistencywould provide a
useful constraint relating wind stress, wind speed, and sea
spectral level in the short gravity range for a given fetch.
Since radar scatterometry of the sea surface is sensitive to
the short gravity-capillary waves, such constraints would
help us interpret the radar cross-sectionresponseto various
wind and fetch situations.
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